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What you 
about this project?

need to know


Microloans can be made by banks, and non-bank 
lending institutions and usually require minimal 
formalities to obtain. However, having high interest 
rates and penalties for late payments are very 
expensive.

Microloans are small term loans issued

for a short period of time, usually not more

than a few months.

    - 



Why is it 
to pay attention?

important


which is

task in this day

the most 

important

and age.

It's important to us

your money      and  

to save

grow your capital 
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The project

has division into

                       phases:three

Crowdfunding activities aimed

at raising funds and their redistribution 
at a more favorable interest rate

for the profit of all participants

in a given project.

01.

Activities related to microloans

to individualsIndividuals of European 
origin and residing in Europe.

02.

Tokenization

project                holding ICO.

03.
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We give these funds under 
the insurance guarantee, 

individuals under the 
interest rate of which 

counts from 10% to 25% 
per month.

Our project

is fundamentally and 

mathematically sound.

We have an insurance 

guarantee in case

of non-repayment of loans.

We make an honest 
statement about our 

payouts and maximum 
available interest rates, 
they're not over the top,


but justified.
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Why do you need 
microloans?

It's simple, each of us has faced the need

for money, where there is not enough    500.

It is either not possible or inconvenient to ask 
our loved ones, and there are many reasons 
for that. 





In any case, to borrow money from us and 
return    550 is not much money for the 
borrower.

With an insurance guarantee,

a staff of analysts, lawyers,

we know for sure to whom

we give the money loan

and how it will be repaid.
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Why do we need 
to attract 
investment?

Our greatest strengths are experience, 
knowledge and financial tools.

The microloan project has existedmore 
than 2 years on the market.

It is important for MonFi to have more funds 
in its liquidity, as the company's net income 

growsexponentially.

You can't do it alone and 

together we can do more. 

With us, you keep your 

money from denomination


and devaluation, and you 

grow your capital.
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How does it 
work?

Every investor in our 
platform or token holder, 
receives a fixed return

on contribution

up to 30% per annum.

Our loans are insured

and guaranteed

to be paid back.

Profits are paid out every

month by the 10th day,

the principal amount

of the investment is paid

to the investor's proposed 
account at the end

of the investment period.
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available box

Purchase

12 Months

360d

duration revenue

38%

Purchase

6 Months

180d

duration revenue

17.5%

Purchase

3 Months

90d

duration revenue

7.5%
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Roadmap

(MonFi Development Plan):


Smartcontract

Audit + KYC

Testnet

Providing giving loans

to individuals

Creation

of crowdfunding platform


MonFi token

listing


Signing agreement with

the insurance company

In development.

IDO MonFi

Credit / Debit Integration

System

International Cooperation

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
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Investment

opportunity

MonFi loans

at 7%

Credit / Debit

Card

Staking

Deflationary

model of burning 

tokensUtilities
Tokens that are 
charged for paying 
commissions

go to combustion  )

(
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Tokenomics
Team


 7%

14,000,000

 3%

6,000,000


Strategic

Partners & Advisors

Project Reserves

 10%

20,000,000


Staking Rewards,

Development Fund

26%

52,000,000


Seed Sale (equity)

18%

36,000,000


Marketing

9%

18,000,000
IDO/Whitelist

7%

14,000,000


Liquidity & Exchange

10%

20,000,000


Community

Rewards

10%

20,000,000


Max Supply

100%

200,000,000


MonFi

Token

%  rate

Token supply


$ 0.05Listing Price

$ 0.045

$ 0.035

Max Supply 100%

Team 7%

Strategic

Partners & Advisors

3%

Project Reserves 10%

Staking and Development 26%

Marketing 9%

Seed Sale 18%

Community rewards 10%

IDO/Whitelist 7%

Liquidity & Exchange 10%
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TGE

unlocks

0.00% 0

0

12 388,889 2,78%

12

300,000

555,556 2,78%

7,800,000

125%

Reserve

1,800,000

158,333 2,78%

1,800,000

615%

1,200,000

1,841,667 4,17%

2,100,000

010%

6

6

Monthly

3,000,000

3

0

675,000 4,17%

5% 1,900,000 5,56%

6% 1,566,667 8,33%

15% 991,667 8,33%

15% 472,222 2,78%

Initial unlock

amount

Vesting

Cycle

Vesting unlock

rate

Vested

amount

Cliff

(month)
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benefits
MonFi's Credit/Debit card

is a convenient and secure way

to access the funds in your MonFi 
account, making it easy to spend 
your crypto assets wherever

Visa or Mastercard is accepted.

01. 02.
With MonFi's credit/debit card, 
you can easily convert your crypto 
assets into fiat currency, and use 
them to make purchases online

or in person.
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With MonFi's Credit/Debit card,

you can earn rewards on your 
purchases, providing additional 
value for using the card.

Your funds are secure with MonFi's 
advanced security features, 
including two-factor authentication, 
fraud monitoring, and encryption.

( Security )

( Rewards )
MonFi's Credit/Debit card offers 
flexibility, allowing you to spend 
your crypto assets like cash and 
make purchases in the currency

of your choice.

( Flexibility )

MonFi's Credit/Debit card card 
allows you to access your funds 
easily, anywhere in the world where

Visa or Mastercard is accepted.

( Convenience ) 
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Growing

your money.
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